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VTA Daily News Coverage for Monday, April 16, 2018 

1. How BART’s extension into San Jose will transform the South Bay (Mercury News) 

2. Fix for crucial, clogged Silicon Valley freeway is stuck in the slow lane (San Francisco 

Chronicle) 

3. Opinion: RM3 would condemn Bay Area to gridlock (Mercury News) 

4. Utilizing Multiple Security Teams on VTA’s System (Mass Transit Magazine) 

 

 

How BART’s extension into San Jose will transform the South Bay (Mercury News) 

With BART’s plans for its four-station extension into San Jose and Santa Clara expected to be 

approved later this month, all eyes are turning to how the extension will catalyze development. 

The timing couldn’t be more pivotal for San Jose, the Bay Area’s largest city by square miles but 

one with a smaller downtown than either San Francisco or Oakland. Long seen as a sleepy 

suburb more than an urban center, San Jose has begun attracting developers eager to fill its 

vacant lots. 

“What makes this critically vital, not only to (the city’s) future but also to the Valley’s future, is 

that the Valley has long lacked a vibrant urban center for its growth,” said San Jose Mayor Sam 

Liccardo. “We have the opportunity now with significant transit infrastructure on its way to 

retrofit a city built for cars to a city built for people.” 

The 6-mile extension linking San Jose to the East Bay and San Francisco is expected to 

carry 52,000 passengers every weekday by 2035, in addition to the 25,700 expected to pass 

through Diridon Station alone on high-speed rail, Altamont Corridor Express, VTA light rail, 

Amtrak and Caltrain. Earlier this month, the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) 

approved a single-bore tunnel through San Jose, which will result in less disruption to 

surrounding businesses and better coordination with developers. BART’s governing board is 

expected to approve the plan on April 26. 

https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/04/16/how-barts-extension-into-san-jose-will-transform-the-south-bay/
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/03/27/deadline-for-bart-to-san-jose-decision-looms-but-officials-still-cant-agree/
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/03/30/agreement-reached-on-tunnel-option-for-san-jose-bart-extension/
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/03/30/agreement-reached-on-tunnel-option-for-san-jose-bart-extension/
http://www.vta.org/bart/environmentaldocumentsphaseII
https://www.sanjoseca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/70785


The VTA is wasting no time. The transit agency is kicking off a 15-month planning study to look 

at how to develop the land around its stations, along with two ventilation structures in 

downtown San Jose, with a series of three community meetings scheduled at the end of the 

month. 

But with building already moving forward at a feverish pace, some community organizers and 

public officials are worried that the vision for walkable neighborhoods may already be slipping 

away at the Alum Rock and Santa Clara stations, where developers’ proposals look more like 

their sprawling South Bay surroundings than the dense clusters of homes, businesses and 

gathering spaces envisioned through years of planning. 

What is more certain, however, is that the two areas where BART stations are planned in 

downtown San Jose are already inundated with plans for significant new construction. Cranes 

dot the city’s downtown skyline with more than a dozen towers planned or under construction. 

And, Google’s property-buying spree near Diridon Station has locals counting on the ultimate 

jewel of the extension — an internationally recognizable train station to serve as the gateway 

to Silicon Valley. 

But, it won’t be easy, Liccardo said: “We’ve got people and institutions clinging to surface level 

parking like Charlton Heston clinging to his gun.” 

 

Diridon Station offers the biggest opportunity for redevelopment. The modest train depot 

serving Amtrak, Altamont Corridor Express and Caltrain, along with VTA buses, is surrounded by 

a sea of parking. The approximately 240 acres around the station is slated to be transformed 

into a mix of offices, restaurants and retail, plus public plazas with the station — a bold, 

architecturally significant building — as its focal point, said Ellen Lou, director of urban design 

and planning for the architecture firm, Skidmore, Owings & Merrill LLP, which has helped city 

leaders think about eventual design selection for the station. 

“The existing building can still stay, but we need another one that really marks this as a 

gateway,” Lou said. “This is our chance to fill the gap between the station and the downtown by 

having a vibrant mixed-use area that serves everybody.” 

From there, tourists, employees and residents will be able to connect to downtown San Jose on 

light rail, bikes or BART, or walk through Google’s planned campus before passing through 

a reinvigorated Guadalupe River Park, said Teresa Alvarado, the San Jose director for urban 

planning think-tank, SPUR. The nonprofit recently invited local leaders to begin rethinking the 

meandering waterway as San Jose’s version of the New York City High Line, a skinny, elevated 

park on top of abandoned train tracks. 

“The train station is the catalyst for growth,” Alvarado said. “It becomes the reason businesses 

and residents want to be downtown. They want that mobility, and it’s an economic driver.” 

http://www.vta.org/News-and-Media/Connect-with-VTA/VTA-Kicks-Off-TOD-Study-for-BART-Phase-II#.WsfcyS7waM8
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/04/03/google-adds-huge-site-to-downtown-san-jose-village-proposal/
https://www.sanjoseca.gov/index.aspx?NID=4404
https://www.spur.org/news/2018-01-11/big-city-big-airport-how-san-jose-can-have-both
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/03/29/guadalupe-river-touted-downtown-san-joses-central-green-space-google-adobe/


And, it appears anticipation of more seamless public transit is already driving development 

downtown, said Timothy Rood, a principal designer for the city of San Jose. 

“I don’t think the city has seen anything like this momentum,” he said. 

Aerial view of the area of Google’s proposed transit-oriented village near the Diridon Station, 

on the western edges of downtown San Jose, California on Saturday, November 11, 2017. The 

proposed village would replace a hodgepodge of aging industrial, retail, dining, office and 

residential structures, along with vacant parcels and parking lots. (LiPo Ching/Bay Area News 

Group) LiPo Ching/Bay Area News Group 

Downtown San Jose has 8.6 million square feet of offices with another 3.9 million under 

construction or review. There are 2,133 high-rise residential units under construction and 

another 5,378 approved or under review, adding to the city’s existing, roughly 10,000 

downtown residents, Rood said. Within a few blocks downtown, there are at least 13 new 

buildings under construction, approved or pending. 

It’s a long way from the exodus of businesses and residents during the 1950s and ’60s, said 

Scott Knies, the executive director of the Downtown Business Association, when the city’s 

center became a “proverbial hole in the doughnut, with downtown as the hole and all the areas 

around it being the focus.” 

Redevelopment in the 1980s and 90s helped preserve downtown as the South Bay’s cultural, 

entertainment and dining center, he said. Now, it’s time to bring back employees and residents. 

“This is really the great second act for San Jose,” Knies said. 

An aerial view of downtown San Jose’s 27West residential mixed-use tower,<br />in a 

visualization. A new 22-story residential tower and new retail space are being planned for 

downtown San Jose, a development that aims to help<br />revive a decaying stretch of South 

First Street in the city’s urban core.<br />5G Studio Collaborative 5G Studio Collaborative 

Beyond downtown, the stations at Alum Rock and in Santa Clara are also poised for 

redevelopment, but already, some of the proposals for new buildings haven’t achieved the 

density necessary to support transit or the mix of uses some community organizers and public 

officials were hoping to see. 

CommUniverCity, a neighborhood group that coalesced around early discussions of 

development at the proposed station, opposed a project near the Five Wounds Portuguese 

National Parish, just a few blocks from the proposed Alum Rock BART station — not because 

they didn’t want it in their neighborhood, or that it was too dense, but over concerns about the 

design, said Terry Christensen, the organization’s former executive director. 

“One of the challenges is what pencils out for developers,” Christensen said. “There will always 

be projects coming forward, and you hope they will be consistent with the plan, but if they’re 

not, do you cave and say something is better than nothing? Or, do you hold out?” 

http://www.sanjoseca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/75808
http://www.sanjoseca.gov/DocumentCenter/View/75808


That’s a question Santa Clara councilwoman Teresa O’Neill has, as well. A member of VTA’s 

governing board, O’Neill said Santa Clara went through a similarly extensive planning process. 

But, she’s worried developers are still proposing projects that don’t fit the plan, with buildings 

that only reach four stories in height, for example, rather than the eight or 10 that are possible 

there. 

“My only issue is we have these developments proceeding, and I haven’t seen evidence it’s 

been done comprehensively as that plan envisioned,” she said. “Here in Santa Clara, we must 

prize ourselves and value ourselves, because we are a prize.” 

Back to Top 

Fix for crucial, clogged Silicon Valley freeway is stuck in the slow lane (San 

Francisco Chronicle) 

Traffic on Highway 85, one of Silicon Valley’s most important freeways, grinds to a standstill 

during rush hour — and everyone is pointing fingers over who should pay to find a fix. 

Highway 85 is the essential but narrow link between Apple’s Cupertino headquarters and the 

Googleplex in Mountain View. Every year, nerve-fraying traffic jams worsen as companies 

feverishly hire workers who, due to the region’s housing crunch, often must commute from far 

away. 

City governments, tech companies and the valley’s main transportation agency all recognize the 

problem. 

But a study that was commissioned to examine solutions, such as adding bus-only lanes to the 

freeway, has been stalled by a funding gap that the parties haven’t been able — or willing — to 

fill. 

City officials want the Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority to do it. The agency says it 

can’t, because public transit funds generated by the Measure B sales tax increase have 

been tied up by a lawsuit. Suggestions that the tech giants relying on the freeway could help 

fund the study have, so far, produced no concrete results. 

“The lack of a vision for Highway 85 that everybody can get behind is impacting our ability to 

improve” it, said Howard Miller, vice chairman of the study’s policy advisory board. 

The study is supposed to examine traffic patterns on Highway 85 and explore options that may 

help reduce congestion. The study’s $400,000 first phase, which included tracking tech 

company shuttle buses on the road, was paid for by Measure A, a sales tax increase that Santa 

Clara County voters approved in 2000. Now, $1.2 million is needed for the study to continue. 

Meanwhile, traffic on Highway 85 has worsened, with the average annual number of cars 

increasing 6 percent from 2011 to 2016, according to Caltrans data. 

 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Fix-for-crucial-clogged-Silicon-Valley-freeway-12834931.php
https://www.mercurynews.com/2017/09/07/lawsuit-leaves-measure-b-tax-money-on-hold-delays-transportation-projects/
http://www.vta.org/projects-and-programs/Programs/2000-Measure-A-Transit-Improvement-Program


“We need to keep the momentum moving,” said Mountain View Councilman John McAlister, 

who chairs the study’s policy advisory board. “It doesn’t take much to reduce traffic on this 

road. Anything is an improvement.” 

If no other funding sources are found, the study will be halted until Measure B litigation is 

resolved. Jim Lawson, the transit agency director of government affairs, said at a February 

meeting of the advisory board that staff members have “looked under the couch cushions,” and 

“we’re just reaching a point where we don’t have additional funds for this project.” 

Cupertino Vice Mayor Rod Sinks, who serves on the board, questioned that explanation, calling 

the lack of funds “deeply disrespectful.” 

“This isn’t really about funding is it?” Sinks said at the February meeting. “This is really about 

whether the majority of the (transit agency’s) board cares about this project or not.” 

San Jose has more members on the agency’s board than other cities, and much of the money 

from Measures A and B is earmarked for San Jose projects, such as bringing BART to the city’s 

downtown. 

Smaller cities pushed their constituents to vote for Measure B in part because money would go 

toward the Highway 85 study. While the San Jose BART extension also does not have access to 

Measure B funds because of the lawsuit, that project can continue because it has Measure A 

funding, as well as money from the state and federal government. 

“San Jose wins most every time, and the only time when others get much of anything is when 

we challenge them,” Sinks said in an interview. 

Without a formal study, Cupertino will not be able to charge real estate developers building 

projects near the freeway traffic impact fees that could help pay for improvements to the road, 

Sinks said. “Without this study being completed, we have no legal basis for that,” he said. 

Lawson said that the transit agency has invested in major regional projects that affect cities like 

Cupertino, including upgrades to Caltrain as well as the BART project. “We invest in all of the 

cities in the county,” Lawson said. “We also invest regionally.” 

One way for the Highway 85 study to continue is if cities collectively front the money for it. 

Miller, a Saratoga councilman, opposes that idea. 

“How do you have an organization that is managing hundreds of millions of dollars in capital 

projects that can’t find” money to continue the study? asked Miller, referring to the Valley 

Transportation Authority. “You are going to come to a city like mine that has less than a $20 

million budget?” 

Lawson said that the agency did not anticipate Measure B funding would be “tied up as it has 

been.” Putting forward more money from Measure A would be difficult, because much of the 

money is already tied to other projects, he said. 



An idea floated at February’s meeting was that companies relying on Highway 85 could also 

contribute funds to the study. Or the companies could use their clout to push the VTA to fund 

it, Sinks said. 

Businesses including Apple and Google have encouraged their employees to take shuttle buses 

and public transportation, or bike to work instead of drive. In 2016, Facebook spent $1 million 

on a traffic study to improve the roads around its headquarters. Apple also contributed $1.5 

million to studies of Interstate 280, which runs past the Apple Park campus, according to city 

documents. 

Tech leaders including John Hennessy, chairman of Google parent company Alphabet, and Dan 

Whisenhunt, who recently announced his retirement as Apple’s head of real estate, have 

recognized the importance of improving regional transit. 

“Two of the biggest things that we discuss are transportation and housing, and if we don’t fix 

those in this area, collectively, we are all in bad shape,” Whisenhunt said at a Cupertino Rotary 

Club meeting in January. 

Sinks says he has reached out to Apple and Google about supporting the Highway 85 study. A 

Google spokeswoman declined to comment when asked if the company would help fund the 

study. An Apple spokeswoman did not immediately return a request for comment. 

“I need major employers to step up (and say) that the study matters and the corridor matters,” 

Sinks said. “We need a solution for us and everybody.” 

 

Back to Top 

Opinion: RM3 would condemn Bay Area to gridlock (Mercury News) 

If the Metropolitan Transportation Commission knew how to cut traffic, it would have done 

so by now 

It’s easy to vote “no” on the proposed $3 increase in bridge tolls called Regional Measure 3 

(RM3): Why would you vote to increase tolls by 60 percent? 

The measure is aimed at desperate commuters, claiming it will reduce traffic. Those claims, 

however, are false. Nothing in RM3 is going to change the trend toward gridlock. 

The sponsor of the measure, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission (MTC), decides on 

our region’s transportation priorities. Traffic conditions in the Bay Area have steadily worsened 

over the last few decades, despite the many billions of dollars spent by MTC. If MTC knew how 

to cut traffic, it would have done so by now. Slogans like “We must do something” ignore this. 

Doing the same things that haven’t worked before won’t help now. 

The ballot arguments supporting Regional Measure 3 (RM3) admit that traffic is heading toward 

gridlock: “This is our chance to reduce traffic BEFORE it brings (your)] County to a 

http://www.samtrans.com/about/MediaRelations/News_Archive/SamTrans_and_Facebook_Launch_Dumbarton_Corridor_Study.html
http://www.samtrans.com/about/MediaRelations/News_Archive/SamTrans_and_Facebook_Launch_Dumbarton_Corridor_Study.html
https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Apple-VP-who-oversaw-construction-of-futuristic-12739680.php
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/04/14/opinion-rm3-would-condemn-bay-area-to-gridlock/


standstill.”  MTC has zero documentation or history demonstrating it can make good on 

promises to reduce traffic. 

MTC’s own projections for 2040 show a million more cars, with total driving increasing by 21 

percent and congestion delays increasing by 44 percent. Despite investing many more billions in 

transit projects, the same percentage as now is projected to drive alone. This is what RM3 

will actually do. 

The region’s funding of BART extensions, while politically popular, has done nothing to reduce 

solo driving. Total regional transit ridership has actually gone down since 1982. This is shocking, 

after strong population growth and the many billions of dollars spent on BART. 

High tech businesses are big funders of the campaign for the measure, led by their lobbyists the 

Bay Area Council, Silicon Valley Leadership Group and SPUR. Are Silicon Valley businesses trying 

to stick the public with the cost of transporting their workers? In smarter areas of the country 

like Portland, businesses pay employment taxes that fund regional transportation. 

Santa Clara County had plans in the 1970s and 1990s to build an extensive light rail network. In 

a decision with painful consequences today, that money was used instead to build expressways. 

These expressways and one BART line cannot possibly equal the capacity light rail would have 

provided for convenient trips all over the county. 

The root cause of traffic congestion is the excessive percentage of solo drivers. Traffic is 

horrible now because MTC and the Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) have continuously 

spent our resources to facilitate solo driving rather than transit. Toll lanes, for example, enable 

solo drivers to pay to use HOV lanes. That can’t possibly work long-term — there simply isn’t 

enough physical space to accommodate the millions of vehicles seeking to travel at the same 

time. 

The only way to avoid gridlock is a substantial shift of travel choices from driving alone to 

shared travel. Improving mobility is going to require attractive alternatives, including picking up 

a passenger using a smartphone app (enabling use of free-flowing HOV lanes), a dense network 

of convenient bus lines, and protected bike lanes. 

Other parts of the country are taking a different approach to the challenges of traffic. On our 

website OccupyMTC.org, we show how Seattle’s voters approved a comprehensive bus 

network and achieved a major shift away from solo driving. Bay Area residents could make a 

similar choice to have a brighter future. However, unless you vote “no” on Regional Measure 3, 

MTC and VTA will persist with their failed strategies. 

Voters should reject Regional Measure 3 and demand instead a plan that invests in facilities for 

large numbers of commuters to conveniently travel by shared rides, bikes and transit. 

David Schonbrunn is president of the transit advocacy organization TRANSDEF.org  

 



Back to Top 

Utilizing Multiple Security Teams on VTA’s System (Mass Transit Magazine) 

The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) operates both within bus and light rail 

service. What is unique about the agency is that VTA operates through fifteen different 

municipalities in the area, working with a number of different cities and regions. VTA also 

announced that it would be partnering with Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) on the Silicon Valley 

project. 

Having an extensive systems means that VTA needs to take an innovative approach to 

preserving the security on the system. 

“When we think specifically about our protective services team the makeup might be unique 

(when looking at different cities). Our protective services team it is made up of three different 

groups,” explained Holly Perez, public information officer, VTA. “First and foremost we have a 

long-standing contract with the local Santa Clara County sheriff’s office, they are our in essence 

our transit patrol and they provide 24/7 law enforcement. The second part of that is private 

security provided by Allied Universal, so we work closely with the private security team. The 

third part of our protective services is our VTA employees and fare inspectors.” 

Each of the three service teams have different areas of focus. 

“Whenever there is an emergency security incident criminal activity or security threats it is 

really the sheriff’s office that we contract with that takes the lead,” said Perez. 

Alerting when assistance is needed 

When an operator is faced with a threat on the bus or light rail line they reach out to VTA. “An 

operator would connect with our Operations Control Center (OCC). From there, the OCC 

connects directly with our transit patrol and a deputy is dispatched as needed,” said Perez. 

When it comes to keeping their riders informed when there is a threat VTA also turns to the use 

of technology. 

“From a standpoint of how we might send out a mass notification out to riders we have a 

number of different channels that we can deploy at any given movement. You of course have 

our VTA managed social media channel and Facebook and Twitter. We have our VTA.org 

website. We do often use a platform subscription service where if people want to be alerted we 

have distribution lists that go to different areas.” 

With the distribution lists riders can sign up to receive specific information relating to different 

routes. 

Perez added, “As for VTA, we use Gov Delivery to communicate on a number of topics. For 

example, we might send out communications on service impacts, re-routing of buses, 

http://www.masstransitmag.com/article/12404955/utilizing-multiple-security-teams-on-vtas-system


construction notices, and routine system checks after earthquakes. It’s a small sampling of how 

we can take advantage of this service.” 

Responding to a threat 

The first step in VTA’s response to a threat or a security situation begins with training. 

“Every security situation is so different. With our protective services team, the training starts 

before an incident happens. Our protective services team goes through different extensive 

training all through the year, whether that is crisis intervention or being trained on active 

shooter scenarios. We really feel strongly that it starts with preparation before the incident 

happens.” Perez added that the training and awareness doesn’t just extend to the protective 

services team. “We really encourage our employees that security is really a shared 

responsibility. We want employees to take part and if they see something, say something. We 

really want our employees to take part in noticing human trafficking and how to identify those 

potential scenarios, especially with our bus operators and light rail operators.” 

Some of the daily situations that can escalate into a threat to operator safety is disputes over 

fares or if something on VTA’s system happens to be running late. 

“Safety and security is our number one priority. We often encourage our front line employees 

to not engage and call for help. No one should not put their well-being at risk,” said Perez. “We 

really try to encourage them to mitigate the situation and not get perturbed by those 

interactions with customers on our system.” 

The security teams are in ongoing trainings. 

“These are not just a moment in time for us so throughout the year we do everything from 

canine training, to working with tactical teams, doing scenarios and digging into active shooter 

scenarios,” said Perez. “It is an ongoing process for us to be prepared for the situations as they 

occur.” 

In 2016 Santa Clara hosted Superbowl 50. “That was a huge coordinate effort with pulling in 

assets from all over the country,” explained Perez. 

Future expansion needs for security 

With the upcoming partnership with BART, VTA will have to expand its security reach. Brandi 

Childress, media and public affairs manager for VTA is working with BART on the Silicon Valley 

project. 

“We are preparing for ten extra miles and two extra stations opening in Santa Clara county this 

year. We have already started to enhance the security contract so we will have additional 

sheriff and Allied personnel working in anticipated in the opening already have enhanced their 

contracts.” 



VTA and BART are working together on all the different aspects. VTA will own and operate the 

station campuses and surrounding areas, once riders step inside the station that area is then 

controlled by BART. 

Back to Top 

 

 

 

 
 



From: VTA Board Secretary  

Sent: Tuesday, April 17, 2018 5:22 PM 

To: VTA Board of Directors 

Subject: Cities Association of Santa Clara County letter regarding the SR 85 Transit Guideway Study 

VTA Board of Directors: 

The attached letter from the Cities Association of Santa Clara County requests the VTA Board to 

prioritize the SR 85 Transit Guideway Study.  As the Board is aware, this is a funded project in 

2016 Measure B.  At the request of John McAlister, Chair of the SR 85 Policy Advisory Board, a 

request to consider ways to advance funding for this project in advance of receiving 2016 

Measure B funding is agendized for discussion at the April 19th Congestion Management 

Program & Planning Committee meeting. 

 

Thank you. 

 
VTA Office of the Board Secretary 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 
3331 North First Street, Building B-1 
San Jose, CA 95134-1927 
Phone: 408-321-5680 

 

 

 



 
 

P.O. Box 3144 
Los Gatos, CA  94024 

408-766-9534 
www.citiesassociation.org  

 
 

 

 
 
 

April 16, 2018 
 
Board of Directors  
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) 
3331 North First Street  
San Jose, CA  95134-1906 
 
RE:  State Route (SR) 85 Transit Guideway Study 
 
Dear VTA Board: 
 
On behalf of the Cities Association of Santa Clara County (CASCC), I am writing to respectfully 
request that the VTA Board of Directors immediately prioritize SR 85 Transit Guideway Study and 
fund the study through its entirety, Phase 3. The CASCC believes that this is a crucial step in 
improving mobility options for those who live along the corridor, which interconnects 5 of the 6 
densest cities in the county and those with high concentrations of existing jobs. 
 
A recent survey of employees at the high school district serving West San Jose, Cupertino, 
Sunnyvale and parts of Santa Clara and Los Altos speaks to the housing and mobility crises we 
face. While 68% of their employees are very satisfied with their employment, 56% plan on leaving 
their jobs within 6 years, and a major factor is frustration with their commutes. While many of our 
cities are working to build housing for the missing middle, given housing price differentials, we 
recognize that many employees will continue to choose to live in south San Jose, Morgan Hill and 
Gilroy, and would welcome a transit option that keeps them moving when the car lanes are stuck. 
 
With continued robust growth in Silicon Valley, further delay in completing the SR 85 Transit 
Guideway Study will only exacerbate the commuting problem for all those who sit in stop-and-go 
traffic daily.  
 
Thank you for your consideration. 

 
Sincerely,  

 
Rod Sinks 
President, Cities Association of Santa Clara County 
Vice Mayor, Cupertino 

 
 



From: VTA Board Secretary  

Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2018 1:45 PM 

To: VTA Board of Directors 

Subject: VTA Reminder: April 20, 2018, VTA Board of Directors Workshop Cancellation Notice  

 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

Just a reminder, that the VTA Board of Directors Workshop Meeting scheduled for April 20, 

2018 has been cancelled.  

 

You may now access the Cancellation Notice on our website here. 

 

Thank you. 

 
Office of the Board Secretary 
Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 
3331 North First Street, Building B 
San Jose, CA 95134-1927 
Phone 408-321-5680 

 

 

 

 

 
Conserve paper. Think before you print.  

 

http://vtaorgcontent.s3-us-west-1.amazonaws.com/Site_Content/bod_042018_ws_can.pdf


From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Thursday, April 19, 2018 4:27 PM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: From VTA: April 19, 2018 Media Clips 
 

 

VTA Daily News Coverage for Thursday, April 19, 2018 

1. Electric Bus teaser story – links to video 
2. San Jose Berryessa transit village pushes forward near BART station (Mercury News) 
3. These new express lanes should bring some relief to our congested roads (Mercury News) 
4. Why did California’s major housing bill fail so quickly? (Mercury News) 

Electric Bus teaser story – links to video 

NBC Bay Area 

ABC 7 News 

 

Back to Top 

Berryessa Transit Village KPIX Ch. 5 

(Link to video) 

San Jose Berryessa transit village pushes forward near BART station (Mercury 

News) 

The developers of a transit village next to San Jose’s first BART station say they are pushing 

forward with more intense densities and have unveiled new visions of how the ambitious 

Berryessa district development might appear. 

The development, called Market Park San Jose, has begun to rise on the site of the old 

Berryessa Flea Market near Berryessa and Sierra roads. 

“This will be the most significant urban village development to date in San Jose,” said Erik 

Schoennauer, a land use and planning consultant who is working on the project for the site’s 

property owner, the Bumb family. “We are very excited.” 

http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTk2OTMyMDUmTURTZWVkPTQxMjQmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTk2OTMzNDYmTURTZWVkPTgwMTgmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTk2OTMyMjAmTURTZWVkPTQ2NDUmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/04/18/san-jose-berryessa-transit-village-pushes-forward-bart-station-google/


Roughly 1,000 residences are already completed or under construction on the north side of this 

new urban village. However, the part of the project on the south side of Berryessa Road, with 

its mix of offices, residences and retail, could usher in dramatic changes to this part of San Jose. 

On the south side of the development, 1.5 million square feet of offices — and possibly as much 

as 2.3 million square feet — along with as many as 2,635 residential units are being planned, 

according to Schoennauer and Borelli. Ground floor retail will be added to the five office 

buildings and six residential complexes. 

“We are right at the Berryessa BART station,” said Ralph Borelli, chairman of realty firm Borelli 

Investment Company, which is spearheading the development on behalf of the Bumb family. 

The five office buildings will range in height from six stories to 10 stories and be of varying 

square footage totals. 

Tech giants such as Mountain View-based Google, San Jose-based Adobe Systems, Cupertino-

based Apple, Menlo Park-based Facebook and Seattle-based Amazon have undertaken a 

widening set of expansions that include office leases and, in numerous instances, purchases of 

land and buildings. 

Huge campuses occupied by these digital behemoths have begun to sprout throughout Silicon 

Valley, and they have begun to actively craft plans for more major office centers in the region. 

Multiple experts say the expansion boom is unlike any they have witnessed in decades. 

“This Market Park development is a way for a tech company to locate jobs right next to that 

BART station, and have a housing solution in place, plus the new retail,” Borelli said. 

The developers intend to accommodate the full range of needs requested by a potential tenant 

in the office buildings. Borelli said current plans call for the buildings to be occupied by single 

users. In addition, the buildings could be leased or sold to potential corporate occupants. 

A neighborhood shopping center will be part of the northern section of the project and will 

feature supermarket and drug store anchors, according to Borelli. 

The Berryessa project also could pave the way for how transit villages are undertaken in the 

future, in Borelli’s view. 

“We consider this to be the largest mixed-use transit oriented development in Silicon Valley,” 

he said. “It will be built at what will be San Jose’s only operating BART station for several years.” 

Traffic snarls have steadily worsened and home prices have skyrocketed in the Bay Area, so 

these kinds of developments may increasingly become necessary in Silicon Valley and other 

parts of the nine-county region. 

Back to Top 



These new express lanes should bring some relief to our congested roads 

(Mercury News) 

The Bay Area’s express lanes are about to multiply 

The prospect of what my colleague Gary Richards calls our “faster futures” on the Bay Area’s 

notoriously congested roadways is thrilling. 

But before you get too thrilled, remember that the speedier pathways unfolding across the 

region come with a price. Hence the phrase “toll road.” 

Gary points out that not only are the 90 miles of current express lanes going to jump by as 

many as 125 miles within the next three years, they’ll be coming to highways where they’re 

most needed: 80, 237, 680 and 880. And, he writes, the additional lanes coming online in the 

near future will take us that much further to our traffic managers’ goal of 550 miles by 2035. 

Here’s a look at the Bay Area’s express lanes currently in operation: 

 

Back to Top 

 

Why did California’s major housing bill fail so quickly? (Mercury News) 

Without the political heft of an official housing package backed by top legislative leaders and 

the governor, a proposal that could have added millions of apartments and condominiums 

throughout the state failed suddenly this week at its first committee hearing, giving its 

champions no time to finesse the thorny policy and politics of development. 

https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/04/18/these-new-express-lanes-should-bring-some-relief-to-our-congested-roads/
https://www.mercurynews.com/2018/04/18/why-did-californias-major-housing-bill-fail-so-quickly/


Last year’s package gave staying power to tough housing bills, such as one to fast-track housing 

near public transportation, which was signed into law last fall, said Sen. Scott Wiener, D-San 

Francisco, author of the ill-fated Senate Bill 827. 

“This year, that dynamic does not exist,” he said. 

Others working behind the scenes to advance or thwart SB 827 — which would have forced 

California cities to allow apartment buildings within a half mile of rail and ferry stops — have 

offered varying theories about why it failed so quickly: It was too flawed to fix; it was killed by 

insider politics; it is an election year, when lawmakers are loathe to stick out their necks on 

controversial legislation. The bill was also sponsored by a political newcomer, the pro-

development California YIMBY (Yes In My Backyard) coalition, a group that — for all of its 

publicity and momentum — is still finding its bearings in Sacramento. 

The vote sent a powerful message about the role the state Legislature is willing to take amid an 

ever-worsening housing crisis, said Ethan Elkind, who directs the climate program at UC 

Berkeley Law School’s Center for Law, Energy & the Environment and who supported the bill. 

“For them to just strangle it in the crib like that,” he said, “indicates that this relatively big 

approach to rein in local government isn’t going to fly anytime soon in California.” 

The proposal was not the typical stuff of wonky housing policy. A new analysis by the data firm 

UrbanFootprint found that if every parcel of land along the 45-mile El Camino Real corridor was 

redeveloped according to the new height limits allowed under SB 827, the number of homes 

along the route — from San Bruno to San Jose — would triple to 453,000. 

But it also found that a potentially less contentious alternative, adding homes to commercial 

developments along the same corridor, would nearly double the housing stock. 

Wiener said he knew going into Tuesday’s committee hearing that the votes he needed were, 

at best, up in the air. But rather than pull the bill, he decided to proceed and hope for the best. 

“I knew we had at least an outside shot, and we thought it was important to call the question,” 

he said. 

Wiener could be forgiven for his optimism. Last year, another contentious bill from the senator 

— bypassing city approval hurdles for some housing developments — managed to survive 

fraught policy committee hearings, eventually making it into law. Along the way, he was able to 

neutralize much of the opposition, including from labor. 

But he didn’t have a chance to smooth over concerns around development and local control 

this time. His colleagues on the Senate Transportation and Housing Committee killed the bill, 

even as they complimented the effort, shutting down the passionate debate as soon as it had 

begun. 

https://urbanfootprint.com/can-one-street-solve-the-san-francisco-bay-area-housing-crisis/


The bill drew fierce opposition from neighborhood groups, city officials and affordable housing 

advocates, who argued it was too sweeping and that it would bring unintended consequences. 

Anya Lawler, of the Western Center on Law & Poverty, argued that it was too simplistic of a 

solution, ignoring decades of research and advocacy on the preservation of affordable housing 

and development near transportation hubs. But she and many others, including Wiener, have 

said that legislation of this scope can take years to become law. 

“This is just not the sort of bill that you can introduce in January and have tied up with a bow by 

April,” she said. 

Thad Kousser, a professor of California politics at UC San Diego, pointed to proposals such as 

universal health care and even Proposition 13, which have taken — or will take — years to 

succeed. 

“This bill is dead for this session, but this idea isn’t dead,” he said. 

“Sometimes ideas need the right political conditions,” he added. “And California’s only going to 

have more of a housing crunch.” 
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From: VTA Board Secretary  
Sent: Friday, April 20, 2018 8:44 AM 
To: VTA Board of Directors 
Subject: From VTA: April 20, 2018 Media Clips 
 

 

VTA Daily News Coverage for Friday, April 20, 2018 

1. Electric Buses (links to video) 

2. VTA Unveils Zero Emission Buses Expected to be Put Into Use in May in San Jose (NBC 

Bay Area) 

3. Electric Buses (China Press) 

4. VTA Unveils Zero Emission Buses Expected To Be Put Into Use In May (Bay City 

News/SFGate.com) 

Electric Buses (links to video) 

KTVU Ch. 2 

NBC Bay Area 

VTA Unveils Zero Emission Buses Expected to be Put Into Use in May in San Jose 

(NBC Bay Area) 

The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority Thursday unveiled five all-electric buses 

expected to roll out in May. 

Elected officials and representatives from partners of the project gathered at the VTA Cerone 

bus yard in San Jose Thursday to talk about the concept, design and execution of the buses as 

well as their use in meeting California's statewide goal for all transit fleets to have zero 

emissions by 2040. 

The buses, which are charged through a new pilot system designed by Oakland-based Kisensum 

to reduce the impact on the state's electricity grid, are anticipated to run through a number of 

routes starting in early May, according to the VTA. 

One of the test routes will be the Airport Flyer, or Route 10, which is a free airport connection 

from the Santa Clara Transit Center to the Metro Airport station located at Mineta San Jose 

International Airport. 

http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTk2OTcxMzgmTURTZWVkPTM1NjYmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
http://mms.tveyes.com/MediaCenterPlayer.aspx?u=aHR0cDovL21lZGlhY2VudGVyLnR2ZXllcy5jb20vZG93bmxvYWRnYXRld2F5LmFzcHg%2FVXNlcklEPTQ2OTk3OCZNRElEPTk2OTcwNzkmTURTZWVkPTM5ODkmVHlwZT1NZWRpYQ%3D%3D
https://www.nbcbayarea.com/news/local/San-Jose-VTA-Unveils-Zero-Emission-Buses-Expected-to-be-Put-Into-Use-In-May-480310723.html


The emission-less buses are 42 feet long, have 40 seats and can travel around 200 miles on one 

charge. They take an estimated eight hours to charge on ChargePoint machines, but VTA will 

upgrade to next-generation DC fast charger later this year. 

A function provided by supplier Clever Devices tracks the amount of energy buses use while in 

operation and provides dispatchers real-time information about that usage and predicts the 

amount of energy needed to complete the day's work plan. 

The buses also have batteries that are "regenerative," which means that they get re-charged 

during the act of braking, an asset that VTA's hybrid buses have too. 

The charging pilot project will act as a major case study for transit agencies across America and 

the research driven will be handled by the National Renewable Energy Lab based out of 

Colorado. 

Mayor Sam Liccardo said he believed that the buses will help local efforts to try to make green 

options available to everyone. 

VTA confirmed that the cost of the new buses, which average $925,000 each, will not impact 

fare prices. The initiative is paid for by a grant offered by the California Energy Commission for 

researching energy management for large vehicles. 

Proterra Inc. CEO Ryan Popple, whose company manufactured the buses, said that his company 

"invested heavily" in the project because they believed in the vision of giving everyone access 

to electric vehicle technology. 

"The opportunity to give this to every single person in the community who wants a clean, 

healthy ride ... that's what this is all about," Popple said. "We thought, 'What vehicle 

technology is the most accessible?' but also 'What vehicle technology is going to be the first to 

electrify?' Buses are the best place to start." 

The VTA's current plan is to add more of the buses, made in City of Industry, California, in the 

coming years until their entire fleet is electric. 

Right now, an estimated 75 percent of VTA's buses are diesel hybrid electric, but that number 

will be lowered when five more buses are anticipated to be added in 2019. 

The life expectancy of the buses is expected to be just as long as diesel, which is approximately 

12 to 15 years, VTA officials said. 

Back to Top 

 

Electric Buses (China Press) 

(Translated from Chinese) 

http://sf.uschinapress.com/2018/0419/1130071.shtml


The Chinese Press reporter Zhang Miao reported on April 19 in South Bay. On April 19th, the 

Santa Clara County Transportation Authority (VTA) held a press conference to announce the 

upcoming launch of a new electric bus and charging pilot system. Mayor of San Jose, VTA 

Committee Chairman Sam Liccardo, VTA CEO Nuria Fernandez and others attended. 

VTA recently purchased 5 vehicles from electric buses. (Chinese Press reporter Zhang Miaoshe) 

According to reports, VTA recently purchased 5 electric buses, which are expected to be put 

into use within a month, and it plans to increase another 5 vehicles next year. VTA is working 

with non-profit organization Prospect Silicon Valley and several Silicon Valley technology 

companies to launch an advanced pilot system to recharge electric buses and track energy 

consumption to reduce the use of electric vehicles on California's power grid. pressure. 

Fernandez said that the four-year "Vehicle Integration" (VGI) project funded by the California 

Energy Commission will be an important research case for the national transportation agency, 

especially for the new passenger car must be zero by 2040. For emissions in California, the 

project has great reference value and will promote the realization of the goal of California's 

electrification strategy. ” 

According to reports, the pilot charging system in this project was developed by Auckland 

software company Kisensum. The system optimizes VTA's new Proterra electric bus charging 

system to ensure that the pressure on the California grid is minimized. 

Ricardo said that the use of clean energy buses will help reduce emissions and protect the 

environment, and will be the future direction of urban public transport. 

According to VTA, currently 75% of VTA buses are diesel hybrids. By 2022, they will all be 

updated to diesel electric or all-electric. At present, the battery life of new electric vehicles is 8 

years, and new batteries will be replaced after 8 years. The service life may reach 12 to 15 

years.The VTA also stressed that the use of new trams will not bring ticket prices for the time 

being. 

Back to Top 

 

VTA Unveils Zero Emission Buses Expected To Be Put Into Use In May (Bay City 

News/SFGate.com) 

The Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority today unveiled five all-electric buses expected 

to roll out in May. 

Elected officials and representatives from partners of the project gathered at the VTA Cerone 

bus yard in San Jose today to talk about the concept, design and execution of the buses as well 

as their use in meeting California's statewide goal for all transit fleets to have zero emissions by 

2040. 

https://www.sfgate.com/news/bayarea/article/Vta-Unveils-Zero-Emission-Buses-Expected-To-Be-12848951.php


The buses, which are charged through a new pilot system designed by Oakland-based Kisensum 

to reduce the impact on the state's electricity grid, are anticipated to run through a number of 

routes starting in early May, according to the VTA. 

South Bay sports arenas and stadiums may soon be forced to pay for extra transportation for 

special events. Valley Transportation Authority (VTA) decided Thursday night to start billing for 

extra buses and light rail vehicles. 

One of the test routes will be the Airport Flyer, or Route 10, which is a free airport connection 

from the Santa Clara Transit Center to the Metro Airport station located at Mineta San Jose 

International Airport. 

The emission-less buses are 42 feet long, have 40 seats and can travel around 200 miles on one 

charge. They take an estimated eight hours to charge on ChargePoint machines, but the VTA is 

working on making chargers that will do the same in four hours a practical feature. 

A function provided by supplier Clever Devices tracks the amount of energy buses use while in 

operation and provides dispatchers real-time information about that usage and predicts the 

amount of energy needed to complete the day's work plan. 

The buses also have batteries that are "regenerative," which means that they get re-charged 

during the act of braking, an asset that VTA's hybrid buses have too. 

The charging pilot project will act as a major case study for transit agencies across America and 

the research driven will be handled by the National Renewable Energy Lab based out of 

Colorado. 

Mayor Sam Liccardo said he believed that the buses will help local efforts to try to make green 

options available to everyone. 

VTA confirmed that the cost of the new buses, which average $925,000 each, will not impact 

fare prices. The initiative is paid for by a grant offered by the California Energy Commission for 

researching energy management for large vehicles. 

Proterra Inc. CEO Ryan Popple, whose company manufactured the buses, said that his company 

"invested heavily" in the project because they believed in the vision of giving everyone access 

to electric vehicle technology. 

"The opportunity to give this to every single person in the community who wants a clean, 

healthy ride ... that's what this is all about," Popple said. "We thought, 'What vehicle 

technology is the most accessible?' but also 'What vehicle technology is going to be the first to 

electrify?' Buses are the best place to start." 

The VTA's current plan is to add more of the buses, made in City of Industry, California, in the 

coming years until their entire fleet is electric. 



Right now, an estimated 75 percent of VTA's buses are diesel hybrid electric, but that number 

will be lowered when five more buses are anticipated to be added in 2019. 

The life expectancy of the buses is expected to be just as long as diesel, which is approximately 

12 to 15 years, VTA officials said. 
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From: VTA Board Secretary  

Sent: Friday, April 20, 2018 5:33 PM 

To: VTA Board of Directors 

Subject: VTA Correspondence: Comments regarding SR 85 Transit Guideway Study 

 

VTA Board of Directors: 

 

We are forwarding you the following:  

 

 

 

Thank you. 

 

Office of the Board Secretary 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 N. First Street 

San Jose, CA 95134 

408.321.5680 

board.secretary@vta.org 
 

 

 

 

 

From Topic 

1) City of Cupertino   

2) Silicon Valley Leadership 

Group (SVLG)  

3) Comments from Members 

of the Public 

State Route (SR) 85 Transit Guideway Study 

mailto:board.secretary@vta.org
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April 19, 2018 

 

 

Mr. Johnny Khamis  

Chairman, Congestion Management Program Planning Committee 

Santa Clara Valley Transportation Authority 

3331 North First Street, Building B-1st Floor 

San Jose, CA 95134-1927 

 

Dear Chairman Khamis: 

 

The Silicon Valley Leadership Group would like to encourage the Valley Transportation 

Authority (VTA) to move forward with the SR 85 Major Transit Investment Study. 

 

By way of background, the Silicon Valley Leadership Group, founded in 1978 by David 

Packard of Hewlett-Packard, represents over 350 of Silicon Valley's most respected 

employers on issues, programs and campaigns that affect the economic health and 

quality of life in Silicon Valley.  Leadership Group members collectively provide nearly 

one of every three private sector jobs in Silicon Valley and have more than $6 trillion in 

annual revenue. 

 

As you know, the Metropolitan Transportation Commission has routinely identified the SR 

85 corridor as one of the top 10 most congested corridors in the Bay Area. Elected and 

community leaders are desperate to identify workable solutions for the corridor, but 

solutions cannot be advanced without a professional study that evaluates different 

options. A solution for SR 85 was critical in the development and success of VTA’s 2016 

Measure B, which dedicated $350 million for the corridor.  

 

We understand and respect the difficult situation that VTA currently finds itself in with 

Measure B on hold due to a lawsuit, we also recognize the current financial difficulty 

VTA is experiencing addressing a structural deficit with its budget.   

 

We have read and re-read the ballot language and support material for the year 2000 

"Measure A," a specific tax for specified purposes that voters passed with 70.4 percent 

of the vote. We do not see anywhere in the language mention of the Highway 85, or 

West Valley, Corridor. Therefore, while we urge VTA to move forward with the Major 

Transit Investment Study, our recommendation is that you find other VTA funds at your 

disposal to use for the study.  

 

In closing, we encourage VTA to identify sources of funding within its budget that can 

be appropriately advanced, and later paid back after Measure B is successfully 

defended in court, in order to fund the next immediate portion of SR 85 Transit 

Investment Study.   

 

Thank you for your consideration. 

 

Sincerely, 

 
Carl Guardino 

President & CEO 
 

 

https://maps.google.com/?q=3331+North+First+Street,+Building+B-1st+Floor&entry=gmail&source=g


From: Leslie Larson []  
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 4:20 PM 
To: VTA Board Secretary 
Subject: State Route 85 Corridor Study 

 

To the members of the VTA board, 

 

It is time for the VTA board to demonstrate that they serve the entire region and not just the interests of 

San Jose.  You can do this by approving the funding for the SR85 corridor study.  The amount is small, 

the need is compelling, and further delay magnifies and compounds the problems on SR85 well into the 

future.    

 

The VTA board can and must do what it can to insure a robust and efficient transportation system for 

Silicon Valley or the entire area will lose its economic viability.  One economist wrote "The country 

that moves people and goods most efficiently wins.”  This is also true within the US and within 

California itself.   

 

Again, we urge the VTA board members to demonstrate responsible treatment of all Silicon Valley 

citizens and to vote for funding the SR85 Corridor study. 

 

Thank you, 

 

Leslie Larson and Mike Bennett 

 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Fix-for-crucial-clogged-Silicon-Valley-freeway-

12834931.php 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Fix-for-crucial-clogged-Silicon-Valley-freeway-12834931.php
https://www.sfchronicle.com/business/article/Fix-for-crucial-clogged-Silicon-Valley-freeway-12834931.php


From: Connie Cunningham  
Sent: Monday, April 16, 2018 9:31 AM 
To: VTA Board Secretary;  
Subject: State Route (SR) 85 Corridor Study, Please Fund!  

 

Dear VTA Board Secretary and Cupertino Vice Mayor Sinks: 

 

Reference:  VTA Community Meeting, SR 85 Policy Advisory Board (PAB): Early-Mid 2018, 

Alternatives Analysis         

 

I support funding for the continued study of transit alternatives for SR 85.  Transit options are 

desperately needed for the burgeoning population of the South Bay.  My son-in-law, among thousands 

of others, would like to ride transit from his home in West San Jose to his office near Highway 

237.  However, the bus ride to the light rail station plus the ride on the light rail that is currently 

available to him take much longer than his commute by car.  However, he has told us that leaving late 

from work turns his commute into a parking lot.  He is fortunate to drive an electric car with a sticker to 

use the carpool lane.  The carpool lane is a parking lot, too.  Without it, his commute would be even 

worse. 

 

I regret I cannot be there to personally ask you to fund the SR 85 Corridor Study.  I have 

attended  meetings of the SR 85 Policy Advisory Board (PAB) on November 13, 2017, December 26, 

2017, and February 26, 2018 to express my support for transit alternatives on SR 85.  I am particularly 

interested in Light Rail or a Bus Rapid Transit line.  Although there are many new technologies in cars 

for drivers such as tech safety packages, and there are many exciting ideas for driverless cars, there is 

still a crying need for OPTIONS that people may choose.  Such as Light Rail.  Such as Bus Rapid 

Transit. 

 

Currently, I do not use the Light Rail System often, since it does not go to my usual destinations. A 

new Light Rail or Bus Rapid Transit on SR 85 would go to my destinations in San Jose, Los Gatos, 

Campbell, and Mountain View.  I did ride Light Rail to the San Jose Women’s March in January and 

the San Jose March for Our Lives in March.  I park my car at the River Oaks Light Rail Station and had 

a good ride to City Hall from there.  I have a Clipper card that I can, also, use when I visit my 

granddaughter in San Francisco.  I am 68 now, and will be 78 in ten years.  I would like transit options 

to be available to me -and others- when I choose to no longer drive.   

 

Sincerely, 

Connie L. Cunningham 

Cupertino Resident, 31 years  

 

Project Schedule 

 

Mid-Late 2017, Data Collection and Travel Market Analysis 

Late 2017, Round One Public Input Meetings 

Early-Mid 2018, Alternatives Analysis         

Mid 2018, Round Two Public Input Meetings 

Mid-Late 2018, PAB Identifies Preferred Alternative 

Late 2018, PAB Makes Recommendation to VTA’s Board of Directors  

Visit the project website: www.vta.org/85study   

 

 

Connie Cunningham 

Cupertino Resident, 31 years 

http://www.vta.org/85study



